12/30/2019 – 1st Division executed simultaneous search warrants at 2424
Elliott Avenue, 2426 Elliott Avenue, and 2605 W. Muhammad Ali Blvd.
Arrested: Adrian Walker, Rayshawn Lee, Darreal Forest, Jamarcus Glover
(01/03/2020 – warrant of arrest served), Dominique Crenshaw (01/03/2020 –
warrant of arrest served), and Cleve Knight Jr. (01/11/2020 – warrant of
arrest served). Evidence Seized: 5 handguns (one stolen), 3 long guns, 4.9
grams of crack cocaine, 14.4 grams of marijuana, 2 cell phones, and assorted
drug paraphernalia and surveillance systems.
12/31/2019 – The Place Based Investigation (PBI) team selected their first
microcell location, with the parameters being S. 24th Street to S. 28th Street
and W. Broadway to Magazine Street, based on an increase in violent crime
reported in the area (i.e. aggravated assaults and narcotics related offenses).
PBI detectives started to gather research within the designated area such as
calls for service (CFS), incident reports, and narcotics related crime tips. A
lot of the call volume and narcotics related crime tips lead detectives to 2424
Elliott Avenue. Additionally, through physical surveillance, detectives
observed that vehicular and foot traffic had picked back up at 2424 Elliott
Avenue within a couple days of the 1st Division executing their search
warrants.
01/02/2020 – PBI team had LMPD’s Technical Unit install a pole camera at
the intersection of S. 24th Street and Elliott Avenue facing west. Within an
hour of the pole camera being installed, PBI detectives witnessed
approximately 15-20 vehicles go to and from 2424 Elliott Avenue for a short
period of time which is indicative of narcotics trafficking. At 17:52:30 hours,
PBI detectives observed a white 2016 Chevrolet Impala (KY
) pull
up in front of 2424 Elliott Avenue and Jamarcus Glover exited the passenger
side of the vehicle (*bookmarked on terabyte drive*). The vehicle was
registered to Breonna Taylor at 3003 Springfield Drive #4, Louisville, KY
40214.
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Cocaine (2016) as well as a history of other felony convictions per
CourtNet.**
01/09/2020 – At this point in the investigation, PBI detectives had conducted
physical surveillance and surveillance through the pole camera numerous
times on the 2400 block of Elliott Avenue. Through the PBI detectives’
training and experience, 2424 Elliott Avenue appeared to be a “trap house”
(where drugs are sold) and the suppliers of the narcotics for the “trap house”
were Jamarcus Glover and Adrian Walker. PBI detectives observed through
their surveillance that when the narcotics being dealt from 2424 Elliott
Avenue were low (minimal pedestrian and vehicle traffic) Jamarcus Glover
or Adrian Walker would show up operating a red 2017 Dodge Charger (KY
) and appear to “re-up” the trap house at 2424 Elliott Avenue. Both
individuals had been observed either entering/exiting 2424 Elliott Avenue or
dropping suspected narcotics near the sidewalk between the vacant house at
2425 Elliott Avenue and 2427 Elliott Avenue. Once they left the area,
pedestrian and vehicle traffic resumed to normal.
During the early afternoon hours on 01/09/2020, PBI detectives observed the
red 2017 Dodge Charger (KY
) leaving 2424 Elliott Avenue. PBI
detectives attempted to follow the vehicle to further the investigation into
Jamarcus Glover and Adrian Walker’s criminal enterprise. PBI detectives had
a difficult time following the vehicle as the operator was conducting “heat
checks” by driving around the same city block twice, using evasive
maneuvers by making abrupt turns and unsafe lane changes. Due to the fact
that the PBI detectives had exhausted all conventional means of surveillance
on this vehicle, a search warrant for a GPS tracking device to be installed on
the vehicle was applied for and signed (see attached).
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03/13/2020 – PBI detectives with the assistance of other Criminal
Interdiction Division (CID) detectives and the SWAT team executed
simultaneous search warrants at 2424 Elliott Avenue, 2425 Elliott Avenue,
2426 Elliott Avenue, and 3003 Springfield Drive #4 (see attached). During a
search of 2424 Elliott Avenue, PBI detectives were able to recover a large
amount of suspected crack cocaine and suspected Fentanyl pills inside a
Crown Royal bag in a tree in the backyard of the property that was hidden in
order to avoid detection from law enforcement. K-9 Maverick alerted on the
bag containing the narcotics. PBI detectives also located a large amount of
US currency, digital scales, and other evidence of narcotics trafficking within
the residence. Pictures were taken of an attempt to destroy suspected cocaine
by placing it inside the toilet tank in the residence. Three firearms were
recovered from the glove box of a beige 2001 Crown Victoria (KY
) and one firearm was recovered from a gap to the right of the front
porch steps at the vacant house at 2426 Elliott Avenue (80-20-017041).
Jamarcus Glover, Demarius Bowman, Rayshawn Lee, and Alicia Jones were
located at 2424 Elliott Avenue at the time the search warrants were executed.
PBI detectives were able to seize all of these individuals’ cell phones and
execute search warrants on them. PBI detectives also obtained an LG&E bill
from inside of 2424 Elliott Avenue that had Adrian Walker's name on it.
When the search warrant was executed at 3003 Springfield Drive #4, which
Breonna Taylor was listed on, an officer involved shooting (OIS) occurred
and as a result Breonna Taylor was killed. Present inside the apartment at the
time the search warrant was executed was Breonna Taylor and Kenneth
Walker. The Public Integrity Unit (PIU) responded to the scene and took over
the investigation.
**It is important to note that PBI Detectives had a signed search
warrant for 2605 W. Muhammad Ali Blvd, but due to the OIS and
limited resources available, the warrant was unable to be served.**
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03/13/2020 – JAIL PHONE CALLS
JAMARCUS GLOVER
0852 – J. Glover calls
booking:

(

– child’s mother) from

says to J. Glover, “Chop that girl got killed over you.”
J. Glover says to
, “Why would you say that shit over me
though?... All my mail and shit, my mail and shit, it ain’t got nothin to
do Bre's house.”
says to J. Glover, “But no remember you had that bank
statement in that other box and you leave that shit behind… for them
to hit your house and that... puttin two and two together Come on
Chop the way you move period.”
J. Glover says to
baby momma house.”

, “Dude told me I just seen you leave your

says to J. Glover, “They know where we live at?”
J. Glover says to
at.”

,“

they been knowin where we live

says to J. Glover, “That’s what they find out when they got
an investigation on a motherfucker, they gonna find out everything.”
J. Glover says to
, “At the end of the day it’s all bullshit…
It’s some sugar for some spaghetti we ate.”
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0927 – J. Glover calls
booking:

(

– child’s mother) from

says to J. Glover, “They know that me and you hadn’t
been fucking around, that’s probably why they didn’t come to my
house… But I feel like Chop if they know it’s my house, why the fuck
wouldn’t they have a search warrant.”
J. Glover says to
, “They know I was there before… they
would have came in there.”
says to J. Glover, “Did you tell them it was your baby
momma’s house?... Well then why the fuck are you puttin me on this
motherfuckin case my nigga cause you the one that they want… I don’t
know how much it’s gonna take for you to know that you the one they
want Chop.”
J. Glover says to
, “I'm hurt my name gettin called
about Bre's death… This nigga (Kenneth Walker) in jail… this
nigga got Bre dead... At the end of the day it was not my fault. It’s this
nigga’s fault that’s in here. The reason why it happened, the nigga is
sittin right here."
says to J. Glover, “Okay did y’all talk or is he still on
some defensive shit?”
J. Glover says to

, “He said they were beating on the door.”

says to J. Glover, “Yeah so I would shoot too like I got a
gun up under my bed. If someone come in my house at 12 o’clock at
night I would shoot too, I got to protect my kids.”
says to J. Glover, “You have got to stop moving so messy,
you are the one that they want.”
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he “bocked” on them. He said they started shooting back and Bre was
in the hallway and she caught bullets… Scott (Scott Barton – J.
Glover’s attorney) know Bre, he know her, he been dealing with me
and Bre the whole time I’ve been going through this shit.”
1307 – J. Glover calls
his dormitory:

– child’s mother) from

says to J. Glover, “So where your money at?”
J. Glover says to
$8 grand.”

, “Where my money at? Bre had like

says to J. Glover, “Bre had $8 grand of your money?”
J. Glover says to

, “Yeah.”

J. Glover says to an unknown male that joined the call, “Tell cuz, Bre
got down like $15 (grand), she had the $8 (grand) I gave her the
other day and she picked up another $6 (grand).”
and J. Glover are arguing over him not being honest and
him having money at other people’s house. J. Glover says to K.
, “Why are you doing this?”
says to J. Glover, “Cuz my feelings are hurt.”
J. Glover says to
house?”

, “Why cuz the bread (money) was at her

J. Glover says to
, “…This is what you got to understand,
don’t take it wrong but Bre been handling all my money, she been
handling my money... She been handling shit for me and cuz, it ain’t
just me.”
says to J. Glover, “But I mean she should at least tell you
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J. Glover says to
, “For real… we’ll get them 10% in the
morning… We just gotta make sure their lawyers show up… call
) on 3 way.”
The line then goes silent for a bit.
comes back on the line
and says to J. Glover, “It’s goin straight to voicemail.”

1627 – J. Glover calls
his dormitory:

(

– child’s mother) from

says to J. Glover, “It ain’t even really about Bre because I
already know… Motherfuckers done already gave me the blueprint
on everything… I know she was fuckin with you…You bounce back
and forth between these bitches and I’m not doing none of that, it’s
messy… That could have been me bro…”
J. Glover says to
around a nigga?”

, “Could have been you because you

says to J. Glover, “No because I’m around you…You
bringin mess on yourself…You think a motherfucker trying to criticize
you… You bring shit on yourself like the messiness, its how you move,
how you’re so flamboyant, how you putting shit out… I don’t even
know what I got myself into… You want me to text your side bitch
)? She got gas to get up there to you?... You act like a
motherfucker can’t be mad, I got your daughter and you tell me you
got money somewhere else, when you’re out here risking your life
and your freedom every motherfucking day, like I can call Bre and
ask Bre to do anything for my daughter.”
and J. Glover continue arguing about how J. Glover hasn’t
been to see his daughter in weeks, and J. Glover says to
, “It
don’t matter, I ain’t been at nobody’s house, I’ve been in the trap.”
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1648 – J. Glover calls
(Unknown Female – possibly
per Accurint) from his dormitory:
J. Glover says to Unknown Female, “How much my money at your
house?”
Unknown Female says to J. Glover, “Whatever you put there, I didn’t
count all of that money.”
J. Glover says to Unknown Female, “Count the rubber bands and let
me know how much is there.”
Unknown Female says to J. Glover, “Ok, I’ll call you when I get
home…it’s gonna be a minute.”
J. Glover says to Unknown Female, “Love you.”
Unknown Female says to J. Glover, “Love you too.”
1720 – J. Glover calls
Accurint) from his dormitory:
J. Glover says to

(Male – likely

per

, “Where you at?”

says to J. Glover, “You know the spot, “E”.”
J. Glover says to
“I just watched the news nigga… They
tryin act like they had a search warrant for Bre’s house too.”
says to J. Glover, “I know… The only thing I can figure out
is they check that license plate. They been putting an investigation on a
motherfucker.”
J. Glover says to

, “They checked Bre’s license plate?”
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says to J. Glover, “That’s the only thing I can think of… A
motherfucker pull up on the block in the charger, that’s the only
thing I can think of.”
J. Glover says to
, “Who at no haters running their mouth?...
That nigga (Kenneth Walker) didn’t have no business doing that
shit. That nigga got Bre killed nigga.”
says to J. Glover, “You got to see like the bigger picture to
it though you feel me, it’s more to it than what you feelin like right
now.”
J. Glover says to
, “I know, I know she was feelin me. At the
end of the day everything stolen from me though, I swear I know
that.”
J. Glover then says to
, “…That man tell me, I watched you
leave your baby momma’s house. Alright if you watched me leave my
baby momma’s house, why would you execute a warrant at Bre’s
house… Bre got that charger and all this shit… Bre’s paper trail
makes sense for everything she got though.”
J. Glover says to
, “…I don’t understand how they serve a
warrant for Bre’s house when nothing ties me to Bre house at all
except these bonds.”
says to J. Glover, “Bonds and cars and 2016… It’s just ties
though… Look at the ties since 2016, ever since Rambo (homicide
victim)… and the camera right there, they see a motherfucker pull
up.”
J. Glover says to
, “Yeah she (Bre) was out there the top of
the week before I went to court.”
says to J. Glover, “They didn’t even have to see her pull up,
all they had to do is see that license plate… They done put two and
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two together… Then on top of that they go over there and find
money.”
J. Glover says to
, “No, Bre don’t, Bre don’t, Bre don’t…
Bro you know how Bre do… They didn’t find nothing in her house.”
says to J. Glover, “I thought you said they found some
money over there?”
J. Glover says to
, “It was there, it was there, it was there...
They didn’t do nothing though that’s the problem... Kenneth said
ain’t none of that go on.”
says to J. Glover, “So they didn’t take none of the money?”
J. Glover says to
, “Kenneth said that none of that go on.
He said Homicide came straight on the scene and they went to
packaging Bre and they left.”
says to J. Glover, “He said they didn’t announce themselves
or something?”
J. Glover says to
, “He sayin they wasn’t, he’s sayin they
were just beating so hard.”
says to J. Glover, “She was in the hallway?”
J. Glover says to

, “In the hallway nigga.”

says to J. Glover, “That’s just so sad bruh.”
J. Glover says to
, “You think I ain’t hurt nigga?... You
know I don’t give no fuck about nothing but them, nothing but Bre,
nothing but
nothing but **inaudible**, them my only three… I
don’t do shit for nobody else out here bruh.”
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Taylor was observed getting out of the passenger seat for a few seconds
and then got back inside the vehicle.**
2127 – J. Glover calls
his dormitory:

(

– child’s mother) from

says to J. Glover, “They got Bre’s address on all your
stuff… When I was bonding you out that’s your address.”
J. Glover says to
, “Bre had me on a bond already… She
had my bond from old cases, not that 2018 shit, that old shit… She
did
) bond when
in jail... I don’t
know how her address on all my paperwork…They got that address
long time ago in 2016 when I was just staying with her then.”
says to J. Glover, “They watching you… You have to stop
thinking about yourself… You acting like you’re from Kentucky, this
is not where you’re from… You are the main target... Who you trying
to be Scarface?”
says to J. Glover in reference to talking with Breonna
Taylor’s family, “…They don’t think your baby daddy got nothing to do
with it, he’s cool or whatever, they just really angry at the police and
they gonna get Kenny out tomorrow…”
J. Glover says to
, “How you gonna bond that man out of
jail? This shit happened because of this nigga (Kenneth Walker)… he
fired shots at the police.”
starts arguing with J. Glover over what if the police would
have run in her house last night and he wasn’t going to be there and she
has their daughter…
J. Glover cuts

off and says, “Bre, Bre.”

says to J. Glover, “I’m Kiera, I’m Kiera.”
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J. Glover says to
, “…This is why I keep all this shit away
from my house, I don’t bring no police to my house.”

KENNETH WALKER
1247 – calls

(Unknown Male) from booking:

Unknown Male says to K. Walker, " So y’all figured somebody was
trying to home invade you all?"
K. Walker says to Unknown Male, "That’s what I thought you feel
me."
Unknown Male says to K. Walker, "Why would they (LMPD) do that
shit at that time? That’s the time robbers is out."
K. Walker says to Unknown Male, “They was beating on the door
and she (Bre) was like who is it and they ain’t saying nothing.”
Unknown Male says to K. Walker, “Your name wasn’t on the search
warrant or nothin though… Look dudes spot, dudes spot, the nigga
Chop (Jamarcus Glover)… It got hit at the same time, same time…
She’s fucking with that nigga… That’s crazy, and you the innocent
bystander in all this shit… I called it out bruh, I called that shit out.”
K. Walker says to Unknown Male, “I did too, but I was already
knowing all that though.”
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DEMARIUS BOWMAN
0452 – D. Bowman calls
booking:

– sister) from

says to D. Bowman, “They said they got 6 bags, a gun
out of Chop’s (Jamarcus Glover) car… that $20,000.”
D. Bowman says to

, “Huh?”

says to D. Bowman, “They got $20,000 out of Chops car, 6
bags out of the tree, a gun out of Chops car.”
D. Bowman says to
“They got the um, you know I just
pulled that money out. They got everything, they got everything from
Chop.”
1607 – D. Bowman calls
dormitory:

– sister) from his

says to D. Bowman, “You know they killed Breonna?”
D. Bowman says to

, “Yeah I know.”

says to D. Bowman, “How you find out?”
D. Bowman says to

“Shit, the nigga is in here with us.”

says to D. Bowman, “Who’s in there with y’all?”
D. Bowman says to

, “The nigga Walker.”

says to D. Bowman, “Yeah is that who shot her?”
D. Bowman says to
, “The police was coming to hit her
house… he shot a police officer.”
D. Bowman’s mom gets on the phone and says, “What did they charge
y’all with… the candy store?”
D. Bowman says to his mom, “Possession of cocaine.”
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D. Bowman’s mom says to D. Bowman, “Did you hear about that girl
dead?”
D. Bowman says to his mom, “Yeah… You remember Walker?”
D. Bowman’s mom says to D. Bowman, “Yeah.”
D. Bowman says to his mom, “That was her boyfriend too.”
D. Bowman’s mom laughs and says to D. Bowman, “Choppo’s
(Jamarcus Glover) tore up ain’t he?”
D. Bowman says to his mom, “Cryin, fuck you mean?… That
money’s in her name, everything’s in her name right now it’s over...
We fired up for real, they killed Breonna.”
D. Bowman says to his mom, “Lock my phone up, they took my
phone…”
D. Bowman says to
up.”

“Get on my gmail and lock my phone

says to D. Bowman, “How you do that?”
D. Bowman says to
, “Login… find my iphone you can
lock it up like that… Lock it up so they can’t get in it.”
D. Bowman says to
that.”

, “They killed Breonna. I’m sick about

says to D. Bowman, “On the news they said they don’t
know if Walker shot at the police or…”
D. Bowman cuts

off and says, “He shot the police officer.”

says to D. Bowman, “So what was they going to give a
warrant to Choppo (Jamarcus Glover)?”
D. Bowman says to
“The police officers know more than
what a nigga think he knows.”
house?”

says to D. Bowman, “Was that Chop’s address, Breonna’s
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D. Bowman says to

, “Hell no.”

says to D. Bowman, “It’s got to be because they was going
to Breonna’s, the narcotics was going to Breonna’s it’s on the news,
they were going to Breonna’s house to serve somebody uh they was
doing a search warrant and they said somebody shot from inside and
they shot back inside. They sent the police to the hospital and the
person they shot inside was killed.”
D. Bowman says to
house.”
1823 – D. Bowman calls
dormitory:
the car.”

“Walker let that girl die in her own

(

– sister) from his

says to D. Bowman, “Momma said your phone’s not in the

D. Bowman says to
trap then.”

, “Go to the trap and find it, it’s at the

D. Bowman’s mom gets on the phone and D. Bowman asks his mom,
“Where
) at?”
D. Bowman’s mom says to D. Bowman, “At the trap… over there with
D. Bowman says to his mom, “You hear about Breonna though?”
D. Bowman’s mom says to D. Bowman, “Yeah baby, they hit Breonna
the same time they hit y’all at the same time.”
D. Bowman says to his mom, “Momma, that’s the same now, that’s the
same.”
D. Bowman’s mom says to D. Bowman, “That girl died instantly
baby.”
D. Bowman says to his mom, “I know my name’s slandered in that
shit.”
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D. Bowman’s mom says to D. Bowman, “But why they go out to her
house, cause of Choppo (Jamarcus Glover)?”
D. Bowman says to his mom, “Shit we don’t know.”
D. Bowman’s mom says to D. Bowman, “They said they had a search
warrant to go in the house.”
D. Bowman says to his mom, “For who though?”
D. Bowman’s mom says to D. Bowman, “They said Choppo…Tink you
don’t listen, you need to get out of there…
) would have hung hisself if he was in that
motherfucker…You sit in that motherfucker like you live at the Omni.”
D. Bowman says to his mom, “Momma I didn’t even posed to be in
there, I posed to be at the brick house (2605 W. Muhammad Ali
Blvd).”
D. Bowman says to his mom, “So where everybody, on Muhammad?”
D. Bowman’s mom says to D. Bowman, “No they on Elliott.”
D. Bowman’s mom then tells
to three way with
).
gets on the phone and D. Bowman’s mom asks
him, “Let me tell you this, why ain’t nobody at the spot?”
says to D. Bowman’s mom, “I really don’t know.”
D. Bowman’s mom says, “It don’t stop.”
says to D. Bowman’s mom, “You gotta be careful make sure he
(Demarius Bowman) ain’t still on the phone.”
D. Bowman’s mom says to
, “Yeah I’m just talking in code
baby… I’m calling you on my phone hang up.”
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0950 – R. Lee calls
(Unknown Female – possibly
(his child’s mother) per Accurint) from his dormitory:
R. Lee says to Unknown Female, “$500 he get me out tomorrow?”
Unknown Female says to R. Lee, “Yeah.”
R. Lee says to Unknown Female, “How much money you got left?”
Unknown Female says to R. Lee, “I don’t have 5, I should have it later
on.”
R. Lee says to Unknown Female, “I’ll make sure I put it back in
there… I’ll get that shit straight from Choppo (Jamarcus Glover).”
R. Lee says to Unknown Female, “I’m standing outside these people
come fucking with me. I ain’t going back on no damn Elliott… They
found a bag of sugar in the house, swear up and down it’s drugs…
Bruh’s girl brought some spaghetti over there, motherfucker putting
sugar in their spaghetti.”
R. Lee says to Unknown Female, “They killed my nigga’s (Jamarcus
Glover) girl (Breonna Taylor) last night... They raided her house,
nigga (Kenneth Walker) over there, he get to shootin, then they get to
shootin, he ducks off and go hide, he left her in the hallway by herself
to take all them fuckin bullets… They hit that girl 7 times, twice in
the head.”
0916 (03/14/2020) – R. Lee calls
his dormitory:

(

) from

R. Lee says to
, “You know they got me as a keep from
from this nigga (Kenneth Walker) bruh... from that nigga… Walker?”
has Jamarcus Glover with him during the call and J.
Glover says to R. Lee, “That was Bre’s nigga (Kenneth Walker),
nigga we ain’t got nothin to do with that nigga.”
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R. Lee says to
and J. Glover, “That’s what Scott (Scott
Barton – J. Glover’s attorney) said, he said man these are 2 different
addresses man, that man don’t know that man, he ain’t got no
connections to this man, y’all are tryin to put him as a keep from, he
don’t know nothin about this man… R. Lee said, y’all tryin to throw a
nigga’s face on the news because of this nigga… I don’t even known
this nigga.”
1053 (03/14/2020) – R. Lee calls
(Unknown Female – possibly
(his child’s mother) per Accurint) from his
dormitory:
R. Lee says to Unknown Female, “They try to put me on the news for a
murder… Yeah, a body… Co-defendant of a murder… They tryin to tag
me into that shit.”
Unknown Female says to R. Lee, “You need to stay away from there
(Elliott Avenue).”
R. Lee says to Unknown Female, “That’s what I get because I usually
don’t even be over there, I be on Muhammad.”
R. Lee starts telling the Unknown Female about how the police pulled
up on him while he was outside smoking and then he says to her, “I’m
a co-defendant because some nigga (Kenneth Walker) killed a
motherfucker, well he didn’t kill a motherfucker…he shot at the
police, police shoot back and killed I guess his girlfriend (Breonna
Taylor) or whatever, shot her 7 times, he got brain matter all on his
Goddamn shirt when he came in her last night.”
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1610 (03/14/2020) – R. Lee calls
(Unknown Female – possibly
(his child’s mother) per Accurint) from his
dormitory:
R. Lee says to Unknown Female, “…One more number,

.”

Unknown Female says to R. Lee, “That one’s ringing... he’s on the
phone.”
R. Lee says to Unknown Female, “Who is that
)?”
Unknown Female says to the other man on the line, “Hello, is this
?”
R. Lee says to Unknown Female, “Ask him is he with Chop (Jamarcus
Glover)?”
Unknown Female says to
Unknown Female repeats what

, “Rayshawn said, are you with Chop?”
said to R. Lee, “He said no.”

R. Lee says to Unknown Female, “Ask him uh, are they payin it?”
Unknown Female says to
Unknown Female repeats what
he’s been down there or not.”

, “He said are they payin it?”
said to R. Lee, “He don’t know if

R. Lee says to Unknown Female, “Chop got his phone?”
Unknown Female says to

, “Do he got his phone?”

Unknown Female repeats what
said to R. Lee, “He said he
should, but he don’t know he’s been calling him from 3 different
numbers.”
R. Lee says to Unknown Female, “Tell him I need a number to get
ahold of him, they tryin to send us upstairs to CCC… ask him what
) number?”
R. Lee says to Unknown Female, “Tell him
tryin to call him too.”
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R. Lee says to Unknown Female, “You got

number?”

Unknown Female says to R. Lee, “I did.”
R. Lee says to Unknown Female, “See if you can call her on here with
us… she’s getting ready to call
) for me or
something, I gotta see what’s going on.”
ALICIA JONES
2316 – A. Jones calls
Accurint) from her dormitory:
A. Jones says to

(Male – likely

per

, “Where you at?”

says to A. Jones, “I’m on Elliott.”
A. Jones says to
boy…”

“…But I’ve been thinkin about some shit

says to A. Jones, “I don’t know Keesha… Motherfucker gotta
move different that’s all it is… Nigga’s out here practicing insanity…
Keep doing the same thing but expecting a different outcome…”
A. Jones says to

, “Real talk though, that too though.”

04/02/2020 – PBI detectives executed a search warrant on Jamarcus Glover,
Rayshawn Lee, Alicia Jones, and Demarius Bowman’s cell phones that were
seized on 03/13/2020 (see attached). Jamarcus Glover’s cell phone had
evidence of narcotics trafficking as well as an association with Breonna
Taylor (screenshot of an AT&T bill paid with her name on it). Rayshawn
Lee’s cell phone had evidence of narcotics trafficking from 2424 Elliott
Avenue (text messages).
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04/22/2020 – PBI detectives executed a warrant and an Order to Vacate
(OTV) at 2424 Elliott Avenue (see attached). Shortly before the warrant was
executed, Jamarcus Glover, Rayshawn Lee, and Demarius Bowman were all
seen leaving the residence in their respective vehicles. When the warrant was
executed, Anthony Taylor II was inside the residence and attempted to flee
out the back of the residence. Mr. Taylor was apprehended in the alley behind
the residence. Search of the residence yielded another significant amount of
suspected crack cocaine, a large bag of suspected MDMA, marijuana, and
assorted drug paraphernalia indicative of narcotics trafficking (80-20024349).
Before PBI detectives were done searching the residence, other detectives
within CID were able to apprehend Demarius Bowman and Rayshawn Lee
and bring them back to 2424 Elliott Avenue. Demarius Bowman was
apprehended leaving 2605 W. Muhammad Ali Blvd and had a significant
amount of US currency on his person and in his vehicle. Rayshawn Lee was
apprehended on the lot of Dino’s (2601 W. Broadway). Anthony Taylor II,
Demarius Bowman, and Rayshawn Lee were all arrested and charged
accordingly. Jamarcus Glover was arrested the following day (04/23/2020) in
the same vehicle that he was seen leaving 2424 Elliott Avenue in and charged
accordingly. PBI detectives were able to seize all of these individuals’ cell
phones and execute search warrants on them. With the assistance of
Louisville Metro Codes and Regulations, 2424 Elliott Avenue was officially
vacated and boarded up.
**See attached location summaries on 2424 Elliott Avenue and 2605 W.
Muhammad Ali Blvd that details the number of search warrants executed in a
given time frame, the amount of firearms, narcotics, and US currency seized
during each warrant, and the names of the individuals arrested as a result of
the warrants.**
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04/24/2020 – JAIL PHONE CALLS
JAMARCUS GLOVER
0914 – J. Glover calls
his dormitory:

– child’s mother) from

says to J. Glover, “Scott (Scott Barton – J. Glover’s
attorney) said $500 dollars for him and $500 dollars for you to get out.
I gotta come back up there at one o’clock… I was gonna *inaudible*
$500 but I was on the phone with
) and
told
me not to cause you and him got some type of relationship and you
would take care of it or something.”
J. Glover says to
him the money.”

, “Text Scott and tell him I’m gonna get

says to J. Glover, “He (Scott Barton) said you need to stay
off the streets… They really want you bad because they made a
mistake and killed that girl…They are gonna constantly keep messin
with you. I’m sure Jamarcus knows that by now these charges they
threw on him, he needs to really stay out the way.”
J. Glover says to
, “They literally tryin to snatch a nigga up
though cause they did this shit to Bre and shit… I’m knowin where
they were tryin to go with it when they said something about the
message though…
you know I don’t text at all… When they
was saying something about the message, like this the 424 number, I
just got that number. I probably ain’t had that number but a month
so therefore Bre ain’t been on that phone over no month.”
says to J. Glover, “How you know they talkin about the
424 number.”
J. Glover says to
, “Shit that’s the only number they got
that me and Bre talkin on. They don’t know the number that me and
Bre were talkin on… They only got like a month of text messages or
something. I swear it ain’t nothin silly, I ain’t talkin to y’all about no
drugs and shit.”
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says to J. Glover, “Maybe you just was like come pick up
this money.”
1033 – J. Glover calls
his dormitory:
J. Glover says to
though.”

(

– child’s mother) from

, “They’s fuckin with me for no reason

says to J. Glover, “That’s what he (Scott Barton – J.
Glover’s attorney) said… they’re so angry they killed that girl,
they’re gonna get Jamarcus.”
says to J. Glover, “…I have been askin you all week… I
wanna ride, I just want to get out the house, cause I’m in the house all
day.”
J. Glover says to
, “This is why I don’t have you with me
though cause like they gonna get to doin shit like they did with Bre…
As soon as they seen somethin about my bank statement her address
they literally went to her house…”
says to J. Glover, “They gotta be watchin you because they
hadn’t run in my house yet.”
J. Glover says to
, “They took my car… They got that bank
statement out the arm rest, boom it got Bre’s address on there… They
see that Bre got that new car… She livin through her job though, she
not livin off nothin else… The shit that I put in the bank it be phone
bill money, shit I order shit off line.”
says to J. Glover, “They did their research or whatever.
They probably got that girl’s car records, they probably got a whole
lot, so it might be somethin that you might miss.”
J. Glover says to

, “I’m tellin you everything I got goin on.”

says to J. Glover, “You lie like crazy.”
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05/12/2020 – Breonna Taylor’s family civil attorney, Sam Aguiar, stated in
an article published by the Courier Journal that Ms. Taylor and Glover had
“dated two years ago and maintained a passive friendship.” (see below
hyperlink/article attached)

https://www.courier-journal.com/story/news/2020/05/12/breonna-taylor-louisville-emt-not-maintarget-drug-investigation/3115928001/

05/13/2020 – Breonna Taylor’s family civil attorney, Sam Aguiar, stated in
an article published by ABC News that Ms. Taylor was “still friendly, and
she accepted packaged for him,” at her house (see below hyperlink/article
attached).

https://abcnews.go.com/US/breonna-taylor-kentucky-emt-allegedly-killed-policeexecuting/story?id=70657850
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